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My Class Mag
is a Michigan-based company that offers training in
developing educational magazines.

Our PD workshops and courses serve educators
interested in publishing magazines for Project-based
classrooms and self-motivated students ready to publish
their work.

My Class Mag offers workshops
for Public School Districts
and Charter Schools.
Digital Workshops
On-Site Workshops

One of the great achievements of this project
has been giving visibility to the Hispanic
presence in our community by publishing the
ﬁrst bilingual magazine of Ann Arbor.

DIGITAL MAG SERIES
SCECH Credits: 1.5 each
Schedule: Flexible
Price: $40 per educator

This workshop series guides educators throughout
the year in designing and implementing a student
magazine for their classrooms.

CREATE
CREATE

PUBLISH
PUBLISH

90
90 min.
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workshop
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Create your classroom
magazine and customize it
to your class’ and students’
needs.

Publish your magazine
online and in paper.

SHARE
SHARE
9090min.
min.workshop
workshop

Share your students’ work as
OERs (Open Educational
Resources).

DIGITAL MAG FULL-DAY
SCECH Credits: 6.5
Schedule: 8:00 - 4:15
Price: $80 per educator

This full-day workshop guides educators from
brainstorm to published with all the technical
elements broken down in-between.

MORNING SESSION

AFTERNOON SESSION

180 min. workshop

180 min. workshop

“I like how students are writing good articles and I can
read them, so I can improve my own. I like the idea of
learning hispanic culture this way!”
Student-Writer

My Class Mag
Brighton, Michigan
(734)812-1146
info@myclassmag.com

PUBLISH e-zines
Schedule: Flexible
Price: $50 per student
Special price for groups
Do you want to present your art,
publish your short stories, or share
your projects with others? Design and
create a multimedia digital magazine
using Google Slides!
In this 4-session course, students will design a digital magazine, learn key digital skills to
create new publishing projects, and work collaboratively to create entertaining and
educational magazines.

ORGANIZE boot camp
Schedule: Flexible
Price*: $20 per student
Special price for groups

Start collecting the right extracurricular and academic samples now
so you stand out when applying for
colleges, scholarships, and ﬁrst jobs.
In this 1-session workshop, students will create an organizational system that can grow
with them throughout high school, college, and future careers. Students will make
connections between samples (like a digital magazine!) and application tasks.

